**Swoppets Knight Models**

These models of Fifteenth Century Knights are made in the Swoppets tradition, with parts easily detached. Lift-off covers, movable limbs, removable swords, detailed bodies, all in brilliant colours and adorned with heraldic devices. Available singly or in attractive window displays.

**Ancient Siege Engines**

Two excellent plastic models of Ancient Siege Machines, with detachable parts, suitable for building a major siege. The Catapult features a throwing action to throw a rope across the enemy lines. The Ballista features a crank handle to load the stone. Both models include a couple of plastic arrows or stones, suitable for building a major siege. They are packed in an attractive display carton.

For more information or to purchase, visit our website at www.britains-models.co.uk.
**Knight Swoppets**

Here's perfection in miniture. Magnificent models of Fifteenth Century knights to relive the Wars of the Roses. Made in the Swoppet tradition, all parts fitting firmly, yet easily detached. Lifting, visors, removable swords, swivelling lances, all brightly coloured and adorned with their heraldic devices. Available singly or in the handsome window Boxes Illustrated.

**ANCIENT SIEGE MACHINES**

4776  **THE CATAPULT** A plastic model with a strong spring action to throw plastic stone or pennon supplied. Complete, model sizes are: height 6cm (2.4in), width 5.4cm (2.1in), length 2cm (0.8in). Complete with complete instructions.

4778  **THE BALEISTA** A plastic model with a crossbow action. Complete with arrows and interest stakes. Size: 15cm (6in) high. Complete with complete instructions. Complete with complete instructions.

**SWOPPET KNIGHTS**

7480 | SWOPPET KNIGHT BOXED SET 24 x 18 x 4.3 (cm) 4 Models

7479 | SWOPPET KNIGHT BOXED SET 24 x 18 x 4.3 (cm) 4 Models

Each mounted model is packed in a window carton. Size: 22.5 x 17 x 6cm.

**KIGHT SWOPPE**
15th Century Knights

NEW THREE FIGURE WINDOW BOXES

7470 Knight with Standard
7471 Knight with Lance
7472 Knight attacking with Sword
7473 Knight with pole-arm
7474 Knight with Axe and Shield
7475 Knight with sword and Shield
7476 Knight defending with Lance
7477 A selection of three different anthropological figures. Size 12" x 5" (30 x 12.5 cm.) 5 pieces

7480 A nice box containing a selection of mounted and dismounted Swoppet Knights. Packed with strong transparent window. Box measures 13" x 13" (33 x 33 cm.) 9 pieces

7475 Supplied assorted with two different mounted and dismounted figures in varied positions. Size 12" x 5" (30 x 12.5 cm.) 4 pieces

CONCORD OVERLAND STAGE COACH

A really handsome model of a Western Stagecoach of 1870.
- Stamp suspension
- Moving horses
- Separate bodies & passengers
- Lace-up very detailed (Red"

COWBOYS & INDIANS

Knaves, Indians, Knights, Infantry

Great Western Timers with a choice over 20 figures.
- Deluxe boxed sets
- Now available from a choice of packed sets or individual figures.

BRITAINS

Standard Size Plastic Models

Produced by BRITAINS LTD
The original "Swop and Swivel" models with interchangeable parts

4675 THE CATAPULT. A plastic model with a strong tensile action to throw plastic stone ammunition supplied. Trigger releases stone to firm. Supplied complete with two attendant soldiers in medieval uniform and posed in an attractive display carton. Size: 19 x 8.5 x 8.5 cm.

4676 THE BALISTA. A plastic model with crossbow action. Complete with arrows and attendant soldiers.

Magnificent models of Fifteenth Century Knights to relive the Wars of the Roses. Made in the Swoppet tradition which features original swords, lances, and shields. All parts being shiny and easily detachable. Lifting visors, single-piece swords, and a variety of shields are featured. Available singly or in the handsome presentation boxes trimmed.

7481 SWOPPET KNIGHT BOXED SET (26 x 20.5 x 3.75 cm) 452 Models

7479 SWOPPET KNIGHT BOXED SET (26 x 20.5 x 3.75 cm) 452 Models

ANCIENT SIEGE MACHINES

4677 THE BALISTA. A plastic model with a crossbow action. Complete with arrows and attendant soldiers.

4678 THE CATAPULT. A plastic model with a strong tensile action to throw plastic stone ammunition supplied.